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Shop Talk

A Note from Bob:
Winter Roundtable Report
On a bitterly cold day in January,
twenty four local farriers met at
Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop to
discuss hind limb evaluation and
assessing the shoeing requirements of
a horse.

We shared some pizza while watching
a youtube video from FPD.  Farrier
Educator Mike Wildenstein offered
his practical evaluation of the hind
limbs of a hunter.  He discussed his
choice of shoes and explained his
reasons.

The video can be seen at: 

Winter months are a good time to
share experiences and knowledge with
other farriers.  Plans are underway to
hold another roundtable session in
February.
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Knife Sharpening
Techniques
When I was a boy watching my dad sharpen knives, I asked why he
always sharpened the knives before cutting anything.  His reply has
stayed with me and proved true. "You’ll do more damage with a dull knife
than a sharp one."

For horseshoers, sharpening a hoof knife is at least a daily task.  Often,
several sharpening sessions must be done each day because of the
conditions in which the knife is used.  

While most farriers have developed a technique for knife sharpening
that suits them I thought I would discuss several techniques that I have
learned.

The File
Using a file to sharpen a hoof
knife is the most common and
least expensive method. There
are some tips that might help
improve your blade.

•    On a new knife, check the
back of the blade to see if
it is flat.  Many mass-produced hoof knives do not have a flat back.
In the manufacturing process the blade develops a “belly” or dip.
By holding the file flat on the back and filing you will notice this
dip.  File until the back side of the blade is perfectly flat.  This will
begin to sharpen the front side.

•    With the file placed on
the cutting edge of the
knife, push the file into
the blade to feather the
blade to a long taper.  

Most knives that you
purchase have a very short
taper to the edge.  This type
edge requires more effort
and strain on your wrist.
There is no need to taper the entire length of the blade since you
seldom use that portion within an inch of the handle.

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

A properly blended knife edge requires
filing and buffing.



Find Quality
Sharpening Tools
and More at
Spanish Lake
Blacksmith Shop

Keeping your
Knife Sharp
After you have sharpened your knife it is
easy to keep it sharp by using a diamond
steel.  This tool is best used wet.  Dip the
steel into a small pan of water prior to using
it on the knife blade, and occasionally dip it
while shapening the knife.  The water
attracts the very fine metal particles that are
removed from the edge of the knife.  As you
requench the sharpener these particles are
washed away from the steel.

I found that by “touching up” the blade
between horses my knife stayed sharp for a
long time.

If you let your knife get dull it takes longer
to resharpen it that it does to use the

diamond steel after every four feet.

This little tool can become a
giant in your tool box if

you use it
often.

Sharpening/Buffing
wheels
In my opinion, the best method for sharpening hoof knives is
with sharpening/buffing wheels on a 1/4 hp motor.  This
method has a higher initial cost, but I found it to be a better
value because my knives lasted much longer that using a file.

The wheel on the
left is used for
initial sharpening.
The felt wheel on
the right is used
in conjunction
with buffing
compounds to put a mirror
like finish and find sharp
edge on the knife.  

Better than writing a long winded article, FPD has released a
video by Bill Kleist that demonstrates the proper method and
use of the sharpening wheels.

This method requires:
•    1/4 hp motor with 1200 -1800 rpm
•    6" sharpening wheel
•    6" cotton or grooved felt wheel
•    Buffing compound to use with the cotton/felt wheel

Watch the video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZqcEDWCWSk

Watch a How-To Video
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